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As we move into the realities of the third year of the pandemic, the Civic
Champs, Inc. (Civic Champs) team reflects on another year that pushed our
communities to be resilient in the face of enduring hardship and innovate in
order to respond to continuing crises. The uncertainty that colored our lives in
2020 continued but what we had was experience, new solutions, and
continued hope. Nonprofits and volunteers across causes continued to prove
how essential they are to the health of communities, and as a company we
were proud to create and continue to develop technology that bolstered their
critical missions.

Civic Champs saw growth and development in people, product, partnerships,
and impact in 2021. We are now serving 71 nonprofits working on issues related
to housing, food security, animal welfare, youth, education, and more across 24
states. We crossed the 8,000 user milestone last year and saw more than
150,000 volunteer hours logged on our platform. We released impactful
product features including volunteer messaging for nimble and dynamic
communication as well as our full Events Scheduling Module with calendars,
digital waivers, and questionnaires. These features have made it seamless for
nonprofits to create events, sign-up volunteers, and ensure volunteers receive
the right information at the right time.

Letter from
the CEO
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In addition to significant product development in 2021 we experienced validation
from industry leaders. We were recognized by world renowned design thinking
firm IDEO and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation our as a winner of their
Reimagine Charitable Giving Challenge. Our proprietary Micro-Donations feature
was recognized as a concept reinforcing a culture of generosity by creating
charitable giving solutions that are more accessible, inclusive, and effective. We
made it to the finals of the Pittsburgh Startup Challenge and are now a resident at
the OneValley’s newly constructed Innovation Center in Pittsburgh. 



We conducted a successful pilot with the National Mentorship Partnership and
laid the foundation for a tech product that facilitates and deepens mentor and
mentee relationships. With the success of our MENTOR pilot, we became a
finalist of the RK Mellon Foundation’s first Social Impact Pitch Competition and
then a recipient of a $200,000 investment to continuing building out our
mentorship product. Our team also worked in conjunction with the Pittsburgh
Mayor’s office of community affairs during their PGH Labs incubator program
to conduct a pilot for the city’s volunteering programs.

Our partnerships and product developments have confirmed our mission and vision
but great people and a great team make those things possible. We brought on three
full time hires in 2021 all of whom identify as women or non-binary. Our leadership
team is now 50% non-male or non-binary identifying. We are committed to focusing
and expanding our diversity, equity, and inclusion efforts as we look to grow and
develop our team across departments in 2022.

As we move into our fourth year I want to thank you everyone who has made
this journey possible - all the people who have believed in our vision of
delivering the most intuitive technology platform to nonprofits and their
champions. Thank you to the team, our families, our investors, and of course,
our incredible customers! It is with immense gratitude that we continue striving
to create impact, facilitate generosity, and spread kindness in 2022.

Geng Wang
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https://www.mentoring.org/take-action/find-a-mentor/?gclid=Cj0KCQiAu62QBhC7ARIsALXijXRzzsAivDRN-YwwEvMcb2eiHCks4sfrBLRHcTg98Yi4bOFXxOEljw0aAl1nEALw_wcB
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2021 cemented the notion that businesses can and should be focused on
impact: on their people, on their communities, and beyond. I am proud to write
my second letter for our annual Benefit Report describing the efforts we put
into maintaining and developing our public benefit in the tumultuous year that
was 2021. Our impact strategy for our third year as a social enterprise
focused on developing and expanding our core feature module to better our
serve our nonprofit customers, volunteering in our local communities, and
creating a culture of generosity through out Monthly Nonprofit Cash Grant
Campaigns. 

In 2021 our public benefit manifested primarily in building more intuitive
products for our nonprofits so they were able to harness the power of their
volunteers more easily, grow their nonprofits, execute their missions with
more efficacy, and touch their communities more deeply. We focused on
developing and releasing features with the aim of helping our nonprofits grow
and strengthen their volunteer programs through deeper engagement. Our
messaging module has been hugely impactful for volunteer coordinators who
need to seamlessly communicate new opportunities or daily changes. Our
Events Scheduling Set, Groups Features, and Waiver and Questionnaires
have been transformative for digitizing the historically arduous process of
creating impact using a well organized volunteer force. 

We enacted our core value of community service in both of Civic Champs’
home cities. Our Helping Hands Bloomington initiative (initially created in
response to Covid-19) continued into 2021. We served 1,697 recipients
throughout the year in the Bloomington area, meeting the critical needs of
community members including food and prescription delivery. 

Letter
from our 
Benefit
Director
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We piloted our Helping Hands product module in Pittsburgh as well, working
alongside Western PA Diaper Bank, Wesley Family Services, and North Hills
Community Outreach to meet community needs. We also worked in
conjunction with the Pittsburgh Mayor’s Office of Community Affairs as part of
PGH Labs to conduct a pilot for the city’s volunteering programs.

Our Monthly Cash Grant Campaign, was a keystone impact effort of 2021. Each
month we voted on a different nonprofit org to raise money for, set a goal, and
contributed as a team through Grapevine’s giving circle platform. In total we
contributed to nine different organizations: AI 4 All, The Bail Project, Black Girls
Code, Asian Americans Advancing Justice, GLSEN, WORK, Women for Women
International, Starfish Initiative, and Middle Way House [tag]. We donated a
total of $2,529 to organizations with a diversity of missions. Our monthly
campaigns were a wonderful reminder of the noble and critical missions of
nonprofit organizations across the country, and that our core mission is to
contribute positively to the resources they have at their disposal to make the
most impact possible.

We continued to dedicate ourselves to service outside of work and plan to
focus on more consistent volunteer efforts across the team in 2022. We spent
time volunteering at our local Habitat for Humanity affiliate seen below and our
executives and employees continued their commitment to local service. 

Our CEO, Geng Wang, has continued to serve on the boards of our local United
Way chapter and the Dimension Mill whose mission is to expand and deepen
the entrepreneurial ecosystem in Indiana. Our Customer Success Manager,
Jahonna Lipscomb, was featured as a keynote speaker for a Pittsburgh Public
Schools event focused on academic excellence. She spoke to 9th grade
students on leadership, adversity, and resilience. We plan to expand our
coordinated company volunteer efforts this year with a specific interest in
Pittsburgh based nonprofits.

We can’t wait to amplify our public benefit in our fourth year as a startup, as we
grow as a business we continue strive to keep our social impact top of mind in
2022.

Pat East



Civic Champs is a public benefit corporation (B Corp) with offices in
Bloomington, IN and Pittsburgh, PA.

Our mission is to create the most intuitive and impactful volunteer
management software for nonprofits and their champions.

To fulfill our mission we offer nonprofit organizations a seamless volunteer
management platform which bolsters their capacity and helps convert their
volunteers to donors. 

Our vision is to power 1 billion acts of kindness. 
 
With this third annual Benefit Report, we share all that we accomplished as a
social impact tech company in 2020 to advance the public benefit and
achieve our specific benefit purpose. The B Impact Assessment provides
specific data in each of the impact areas determined by the nonprofit B Lab
which sets global standards for those using business to do good. The
assessment serves as a baseline to inform our efforts and goals for 2022.

Introduction
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Our team at the OneValley Innovation Center in Pittsburgh, PA
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B Lab Impact
Assessment

Civic Champs is excited to have achieved an overall Benefit Score of 86.3 which
puts us over the B Corp certification benchmark of 80. We are thrilled to be
moving into our fourth year as an official B Corp Certified Company. Certified B
Corporations are businesses that meet the highest standards of verified social
and environmental performance, public transparency, and legal accountability to
balance profit and purpose.

We are cant wait to contribute to a community that works toward reduced
inequality, lower levels of poverty, a healthier environment, stronger communities,
and the creation of more high quality jobs with dignity and purpose.

Our score in the customer category is our strongest area and will continue to be
our primary focus in our 4th year. We are excited to fulfill our vision of improving
across all impact areas as we continue to grow as a company.

Overall B Impact Score
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Governance 

Workers 

Customers

Environment

Community

86.3 

21.1 3.8

13.8 17.5

https://usca.bcorporation.net/about-b-corps


Governance and 
Workers
Our focus for 2021 was fostering a positive work culture and a supportive work
environment to create happy, engaged employees who superpower our value for
customers. We carried out that focus and achieved our goal of increasing racial and
gender diversity on our growing team. 

We were able to promote and enable growth in younger employees from
underrepresented backgrounds and our leadership team is now 50% poc and 50%
non cis-male identifying. We have secured multiple office spaces for employees
including the new OneValley Innovation Center and Ascender Co-working (both
located in Pittsburgh) that have augmented work experience and team connection
and fostered positive impact on employee satisfaction. Every full and part time
employee is paid well beyond a living wage and and our strong internship program
continues to focus on mentorship and growth opportunities while teaching core
values around project ownership and bias to action.  

Civic Champs | 2021 Benefit Report



Customers
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Civic Champs is now serving 71 nonprofits in 24 states across the country. We clocked 150,000
volunteer hours (a 212% increase from last year) by 8,000+ registered users and have more
than 2,300 mobile users. We continued to focus on excellent, responsive, feedback oriented
customer service. Our communication and Events Scheduling Module with calendars, digital
waivers, and questionnaires were rolled out with based on one-on-one conversations with our
customers regarding their priorities. Our product roadmap continues to be heavily influenced by
the priorities and needs of our customers to make their volunteer programs runs more
smoothly. Based on Customer Feedback Surveys for product-market-fit, we received a score of
54% for respondents who indicated they would be "very disappointed" if they could no longer
use Civic Champs. This is well over the the 40% benchmark often used for SaaS businesses to
indicate product-market fit.

“Civic Champs has been a game changer for
Hanover Safe Place! After years of tracking
volunteer hours in a notebook we are thrilled
to have a digital platform to work with. It is so
much easier to collect hours and for our staff
to access them when needed. Our volunteers
find the ability to log hours straight from their
phone to be both simple and useful. 

Even our most technologically challenged
volunteers have been successful using Civic
Champs.  We are excited to continue our
journey and grow with Civic Champs!”

“My affiliate transitioned from tracking
volunteer and sweat equity hours on
paper/excel to Civic Champs. Being able
to have real time data for reports and
grants has made my job so much easier. 

The volunteers and future homebuyers like
having the flexibility of tracking hours via
the kiosk or the app. The training and
customer service that the Civic Champs
team has provided along the way has been
top notch!”

“We found Civic Champs during the pandemic to help with volunteer management and
it's been great! Even though we had to pause on our large group activities, our
volunteers have been able to continue individually because of the technology utilized. I
enjoy working with the support staff because they are open to feedback and are
always looking for ways to enhance their product. I think that is a winning combination
and I'm glad we found them!”

Karen Lynne, Volunteer Coordinator
 Hanover Safe Place

 

Maria Reed, Volunteer Coordinator, 
 Habitat for Humanity of Mid Yellowstone Valley

 

Angela Goddard, Volunteer Coordinator at
Southern Conservation Trust

http://url3051.ps-links.com/ls/click?upn=cOk8UAzsqf1NYpbMhIvNO5LD49wWRBMcc0x8vaPXs4zBvfkMqvWZsqQAbDTGKNY2lQZBZSnjgzId8Lpu28hTjyn9LqK6r-2FhUwR-2BbnUI09tRew6khB0oyPu-2FFM4c0gVE0IwFb_0KRiwrFA7jFBRGgAJdRfM-2BpmyICq8twhiL9E2pVhUR-2FBpx8ORZHtS2Z9wE0t6IHYYrFTIGym8mtMiUqyPyMDrS75oqaNc4-2B49zv-2Bf2np3dtJNqktw-2BihU1pdNpLXmgi9Kl0PTuLgsImvRtrjnCiK5fp03CTQmO-2FzpS-2BckMbgtRQc8-2FkPOFHa9m0JBZCAaDn-2BHEID8wDb9FA3Wn87oUtlzKT78x5wNsTUhPtSx6rOJ9BDU1DjklUSYAuA3kXOOtODfrQx3MCpc0VmWqatUTotEsl-2FrNQSEeyTIbN1PYsIsqtOmx2qq9nwciGxF0DnVvPYeYPOAq5hs6t98d-2BkqhiodlGbURF1fMY83SR-2Bq0XhMcmk-2BwcEMsVE4dNB5SEMlcGaNUR1Y7LYZMogDRI875R9TwfvClZ07h5npKgnbxcqpfvcqaV3CvL6Sup8LQkvZgLzZ0yGA6zyfr7CJNn-2BMr5lK8yr0ZPqXVugqg-2Bc4rRYjBo-3D


Community engagement and service remain central to our core values as a company.
Through the continuance of our Helping Hands Bloomington initiative we served 1,697
unique individuals in 2021 , delivering essential resources to underserved community
members. We also piloted a Pittsburgh version of Helping Hands, partnering with
community service and impact organizations like Western PA Diaper Bank, Wesley
Family Services, and North Hills Community outreach. We worked with the Pittsburgh
Mayor's Office of Community Affairs to pilot a program aimed at digitizing and
modernizing their volunteer program. Our pilot was titled Community Cuts and sought to
connect civic minded Pittsburgh citizens to their neighbors in need of lawn care. 

Our full time employees carried out service of different forms in their respective
communities serving on nonprofit boards and volunteering for local Habitat for
Humanity affiliates. Our Customer Success Manager, Jahonna Lipscomb gave a
keynote speech to a group of 9th Graders at the Center for Advanced Studies
Expo of Excellence through Pittsburgh Public schools. Her speech focused on
adversity, leadership, and lessons on resiliency. 

Geng volunteers at Habitat for Humanity
of Monroe County. 

Community
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Jahonna gives a keynote speech through
Pittsburgh Public Schools on leadership. 



Vision for 2022
As we move into our fourth year as startup company, social enterprise, and official
B Certified Corporation we plan to focus our efforts on refining our sales and
marketing strategy to enable growth at scale, enabling more nonprofits to
onboard themselves onto our platform more quickly through self service, rolling
out integrations with established players in the nonprofit management space like
Blackbaud, and building out a new product module focused on solely on
mentorship. 
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Governance and People1
In our fourth year we will look to strengthen our new leadership team as they
deepen their expertise and further develop and professionalize their
departments. We will look to grow our engineering and product teams to
increase development capacity and expedite quality assurance and bug
resolution. We will also look to deepen our sales and marketing teams as our
lead generation efforts scale. 

Customers 2
In 2022 we will focus on strengthening and refining our core platform in an effort
to fill in the gaps our customers may be experiencing. Impactful features like
Volunteer profiles and volunteer applications are imminent and other core
improvements are in the pipeline. We will continue to leverage the insight from
customer feedback to inform our product roadmap. We will also seek to expand
our verticals this year and help museums, Aquariums, and Art Institutions amplify
the power of their volunteer force.

Community3
We will continue our Monthly Cash Grant Campaign initiative to bring our team's
awareness to organizations across the country and work to make impact as a team.
We will continue to place importance in ensuring our hiring process is equitable and
our team diversity reflects the communities we serve. We will also double down on
our efforts to volunteer consistently in our communities as a team and will continue
our Helping Hands program to serve neighbors in need.



Civic Champs, Inc.
642 N. Madison Street 
Bloomington, IN 47404

Conclusion
Civic Champs is incredibly proud of all we have accomplished in our third year. 

Thank you to everyone who has followed or supported our journey in anyway. Your
attention, time and support is an investment in the future of generosity, volunteerism,
and the strength of nonprofits that do amazing work in communities every day. 

We are looking forward to keeping our Public Benefit and social impact front of mind
as we look to grow more than we ever have before. 

We can't wait for what 2022 holds. 

We thank you for your following the Civic
Champs journey. 
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Officers: 

Geng Wang, President and Secretary
Michael Jeffery, Treasurer 
Pat East, Benefit Director 


